The Dr. Irwin E. and Sandra Vinnik Endowed Memorial Fund at the Center for Judaic Studies at the University of Denver is pleased to partner with Denver Jewish Film Festival on:

2nd Annual Dr. Irwin E. and Sandra Vinnik Evening of Jewish Culture

A screening of the award-winning film

93Queen

& interview with acclaimed film-maker and director

Paula Eiselt

by

Dr. Sarah Pessin

Director of the Center for Judaic Studies

Saturday, Feb. 9, 2019
Elaine Wolf Theatre • MACC at the JCC
350 S. Dahlia St., Denver, CO 80246

7:00-8:30 p.m. Screening of 93Queen

8:30-9:30 p.m. Reception & Interview

Tickets $14 for adults / $12 for students & seniors / available at www.maccjcc.org

All catering is kosher & provided by Culinary Masters Catering

93Queen is a documentary set in the Hasidic enclave of Borough Park, Brooklyn, where EMS corps have long been the province of men. Now, Ruchie Freier and an engaging cast of Hasidic women are risking their reputations and the futures of their children by taking matters into their own hands to provide dignified emergency medical care to the Hasidic women and girls of Borough Park.

"Whether they recognize it or not, Ruchie and the women of Ezras Nashim have laid the groundwork for a lasting and sustainable change in the Hasidic community. And like women all over the globe, they have proven to be the most potent force their community has to combat injustice and fulfill societal needs."

— Paula Eiselt, Director of 93Queen

Paula Eiselt, an Orthodox film-maker and New York native, is a graduate of NYU’s Tisch School of the Arts. Her work has been supported by organizations such as the Sundance Institute Documentary Film Program, the New York State Council on the Arts, the International Documentary Association, and Women Make Movies — just to name a few. 93Queen is Eiselt’s feature directorial debut and won the top inaugural first look Pitch Prize at the 2017 Hot Docs Forum. The award led to a limited theatrical release with support by the NYC Mayor’s office Made in NY program.